Fire Pump and Accessories
Pre-Symposium Class
Agenda
January 12th, 2020

- Leave for Mesa Fire Shop at 07:00 hours from Plaza Motel lobby, continental breakfast included at Mesa Fire Shop
  
  Mesa Fire Mechanical Division - 708 W. Baseline Rd. Mesa, AZ 85210 (building #3) Enter Mechanical Division off of S Vineyard
  
  Stop at gate and speak with Mesa communications for entry, drive straight forward and building #3 is on the right hand side.

- Start time 08:00 hours sharp, open area main floor

- 08:00 to 08:15: Introductions, building information & Safety Overview

- 08:15 to 12:00: Fire Pump Theory & Operation

- 12:00 to 12:30: Working lunch provided

- 12:45 to 16:00: Divide into working groups – be ready to get dirty with safety glasses, hearing protection, gloves, boots, and working clothes

- 16:00 to 16:30: Wrap Up with Q & A

- 16:30: load Darley pumps, props, and travel back to Plaza Motel

- 17:00 to 18:30: Social & Networking evening with Vendors